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Abstract BACKGROUND: Different assays have been used in investigations on human 
ghrelin blood concentrations. The range of human ghrelin blood concentrations 
varies markedly between different studies. The variance of reported ghrelin 
concentrations might be due to patient specific factors, differences in sample 
processing, different analytical methods and different manufacturers of the assays. 
It is unknown how well ghrelin concentrations measured by different analytical 
methods are comparable and few data exist on the validity (for external consis-
tency) of ghrelin assays. 
METHODS: We analyzed 256 human plasma samples for acylated ghrelin concen-
trations with a commercially available enzyme-linked immunoassay (ELISA) and 
a multiplex analysis kit using Luminex® technology. 
RESULTS: Both methods yielded ghrelin concentration within the same range. 
Concentrations measured by ELISA were systematically higher (median 1.4-fold). 
The measured concentrations of both methods correlated well as shown by a high 
Pearson’s correlation coefficient (0.753, p<0.01). Bland-Altman plotting revealed 
complementary aspects concerning the agreement of the two tested methods at 
low and high concentrations. 
CONCLUSIONS: We conclude that the two investigated techniques yield results 
with an acceptable agreement. The agreement of both measurements indicates a 
good external consistency and reliability of both analytical methods. In the absence 
of a gold standard for ghrelin measurement, our data are a cross-validation for 
both methods. 

INTRODUCTION

Research interest in the neuropeptide ghrelin is 
constantly increasing during the last years due to 
ghrelin’s various biological functions (Steiger et al. 
2011; Kluge et al. 2011; Li et al. 2013; Andrews et 
al. 2009; Perboni & Inui 2010) and due to its thera-

peutical potential (Garin et al. 2013). Clinical stud-
ies that investigated ghrelin blood concentrations 
applied different analytical methods for quantita-
tive measurement of ghrelin. Most studies used 
enzyme-linked immunoassays (ELISA) or radio 
immunoassays (RIA) to measure ghrelin concen-
trations in human biosamples. An innovative and 
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straightforward approach for quantitative measurement 
of ghrelin concentrations (and simultaneously multiple 
other analytes in the same biosample) is multiplex anal-
ysis using Luminex® technology. This technology uses 
capture antibodies coupled to color-coded (magnetic) 
microspheres and tagged detection antibodies. The 
readout is the fluorescence from the bead (coding for 
one specific analyte in the multiplex approach) and the 
fluorescence form the detection antibody (reflecting 
concentration). 

The range of human acylated ghrelin concentra-
tions varies between different studies. The divergence 
in reported ghrelin concentrations might be due to 
patient specific factors, differences in sample process-
ing (there is rapid degradation of acylated ghrelin if no 
protease / esterase inhibitor is added to the sample (Loo 
et al. 2011)), different analytical methods and different 
manufacturers of the assays. 

It is unclear how well ghrelin concentrations obtained 
by different analytical methods are comparable. In the 
absence of a gold standard for the measurement of 
ghrelin, analytical methods should be compared to a 
reference method to evaluate the reliability with respect 
to external consistency. This all led us to investigate the 
agreement of human acylated ghrelin concentrations 
measured by a commercially available ELISA and a 
commercially available multiplex analysis kit from two 
different manufacturers.

METHODS

Samples

Biosamples analyzed in this work represent a subset of 
samples collected in two studies that investigate ghre-
lin concentrations in healthy controls and patients with 
Parkinson’s disease. The two studies were approved 
by the Ethical Committee of the Saarland Medical 
Chamber and the Ethical Committee of the Philipps-
University Marburg, Germany. Sampling tubes (EDTA 
2.6 mL, Sarstedt, Germany) were supplemented with 
10 μL p-hydroxymercuribenzoic acid (PHMB) per mL 
blood to prevent pre-analytic degradation of acylated 
ghrelin by esterases. Samples were stored on ice during 
processing and plasma was separated immediately 
after collection by centrifugation (10 minutes with an 
acceleration of 2,383 g at 4 °C). The plasma was treated 
with 100 μL of 1 N hydrochloric acid per mL plasma 
and centrifuged again (5 minutes with an accelera-
tion of 2,383 g at 4 °C). The supernatant was stored at 
–20 °C until analysis.

Enzyme-linked immunoassay

Samples were analyzed with a commercially available 
enzyme-linked immunoassay for human acylated ghre-
lin from SPI-Bio (Cayman Chemical, Cat. #10006306) 
according to the manufacturer’s manual. Samples were 
measured in duplicate with the ELISA-Reader Dynex 
MRX20310. 

Multiplex Luminex® assay

Samples were analyzed on a commercially available 
multiplex hormone magnetic bead panel (Millipore, 
Cat. # HMHMAG-34K) for human acylated ghre-
lin together with seven other analytes (GIP, PYY, PP, 
amylin, GLP-1, insulin, leptin; data not shown). The 
assay was performed according to the manufacturer’s 
manual. Data were acquired on a Bio-plex 200 system 
(Bio-Rad, Germany). 

Statistical analyses

IBM® SPSS® Statistics software version 19 was used for 
all statistical analyses. The Pearson’s correlation coef-
ficient was calculated as a measure of correlation. Cor-
relation per se does not equate good agreement of two 
analytical methods. We therefore performed Bland-Alt-
man plotting of the data (Bland & Altman 1995; Bland 
& Altman 1986). Bland-Altman plots allow graphical 
analysis of the data in order to identify fixed bias. 

RESULTS

The absolute concentrations measured by both tech-
niques were in the same range (maximum concen-
tration measured by ELISA: 384 pg/mL, maximum 
concentration measured by the multiplex assay: 
376 pg/mL; minimum concentration measured by 
ELISA: 7 pg/ml, minimum concentration measured by 
the multiplex assay: 6 pg/mL). Figure 1A shows a scat-
ter plot of acylated ghrelin concentrations obtained by 
ELISA and the multiplex assay. Human acylated ghre-
lin concentrations measured by ELISA and multiplex 
assay correlated well (Pearson’s correlation coefficient 
0.753, p<0.01). The mean intra-assay coefficient of 
variation (CV) was <0.05 (ELISA), <0.10 respectively 
(multiplex assay).

Taking into account that correlation analyses can be 
misleading and might miss a systematic bias, we used 
Bland-Altman plots as complementary graphical analy-
sis tool to evaluate the agreement of the two methods. 
For Bland-Altman plots, the difference between two 
measurements is plotted against the average of the 
two measurements for each sample. Bland-Altman 
plots show that the ELISA yields systematically higher 
concentrations (median 1,4-fold) compared to the 
multiplex assay (average difference + 26.2 pg/mL). The 
absolute difference between the two methods increased 
with increasing concentrations (Figure 1B). The values 
were distributed equally on both sides of the midline 
on the Bland-Altman plot, i.e. there was no additional, 
concentration-dependent shift with one method. As 
recommended (Dewitte et al. 2002) for situations when 
differences increase with increasing concentrations, we 
also made a Bland-Altman plot that visualizes the per-
centage of difference (Figure 1C). This plot shows that 
the relative difference (expressed as percentage of aver-
age) between the methods is more pronounced at lower 
concentrations.
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DISCUSSION

Different techniques (ELISA (Akamizu et al. 2005), RIA 
(Uehara et al. 2005), HPLC (Staes et al. 2010), multiplex 
analysis (Loo et al. 2011)) and assays from different 
manufacturers are available for quantitative measure-
ment of ghrelin. Many of the available assays are sin-
gle-site competitive assays. The two assays used in this 
study are both two-site sandwich assays. Compared to 
single-site competitive assays, two-site sandwich assays 
generally have a higher specificity (Prudom et al. 2010). 
The assays compared in this study were chosen because 
the reported ELISA is available not only for acyl ghrelin 
but also for deacyl ghrelin from the same manufacturer. 
The multiplex assay was chosen because multiplex 
analysis is a relatively new and upcoming technique 
with the advantage of analyzing several analytes at the 
same time. 

In order to prevent degradation of acyl ghrelin we 
took several precautions (see Methods, e.g. addition 
of PHMB to inhibit proteases and esterases). Yet, the 
amount of hydrochloric acid added to the samples (in 
accordance with the optimized and validated protocol 
of the manufacturer) to inhibit butyrylcholinesterase 
activity might be suboptimal according to the data 
reported by Liu et al. (Liu et al. 2008). On the other 
hand, strong acidification of biosamples (below pH 2) 
is also associated with decreased stability of acyl ghrelin 
(Hosoda et al. 2004).

As stated in the Methods section, the samples inves-
tigated in this study are a subset of samples of other 
studies. One of these studies investigated the pre- and 
postprandial secretion pattern of ghrelin after a stan-
dardized test meal. In this study, a physiological secre-
tion pattern of ghrelin was observed (high fasting 
ghrelin concentrations that decreased in the early post-
prandial phase and recovered after a few hours, data 
not shown). These data indicate that the physiological 
action of ghrelin is reflected by the assays. 

Fig. 1. A: A scatter plot of the measured acylated ghrelin 
concentrations. Each dot represents the acylated ghrelin 
concentration measured by the multiplex assay (y-axis) with 
respect to the concentration measured by ELISA (x-axis) in 
pg/mL. 
B: Each dot shows the absolute difference between ELISA and 
the multiplex assay (ELISA - multiplex) on the y-axis with respect 
to the average concentration ([ELISA + multiplex] / 2) given on 
the x-axis. The bold black line shows the average difference 
(26.2 pg/mL) between ELISA and the multiplex assay. The two 
dotted lines represent ± 1.96 standard deviations of the two 
measurements difference. 
C: Each dot shows the relative difference between ELISA and 
multiplex assay expressed as percentage on the y-axis with 
respect to the average concentration ([ELISA + multiplex] / 2) 
given on the x-axis. The bold black line shows the average 
difference expressed as percentage of average between the 
two measurements. The two dotted lines show the average 
difference ± 1.96 standard deviations of the measurements 
differences. 
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The lack of reference values and the lack of a gold 
standard method for quantitative measurement of 
ghrelin make it difficult to compare results reported 
in different studies. Most studies report the reproduc-
ibility (test-retest reliability) and intra-assay coefficient 
of variation of the applied method, but only few stud-
ies tested the validity (for external consistency) of the 
applied method by comparing the agreement of two 
different analytical techniques (Loo et al. 2011; Prudom 
et al. 2010; Akamizu et al. 2005). 

Loo and colleagues reported a good agreement 
between ghrelin concentrations measured by a non-
magnetic multiplex assay analyzed by Luminex® technol-
ogy and an ELISA of the same manufacturer (Millipore) 
(Loo et al. 2011). Loo et al. used the same pairs of anti-
bodies for both assays in their study. Here we report 
the agreement of data obtained by a magnetic multiplex 
assay with an ELISA of a different manufacturer. The 
comparison of different techniques (provided by dif-
ferent manufacturers and using different antibodies) 
reflects the situation when results of different studies 
are to be compared. In addition, the comparison of two 
different methods allows drawing conclusions about the 
external consistency validity of each analytic method. 

Similar to the report by Loo et al. (2011), we observed 
a good correlation of the magnetic multiplex assay with 
the ELISA of a different manufacturer. 

As correlation does not equate good agreement 
of two methods and might miss bias, we performed 
Bland-Altman plotting (Bland & Altman 1986; 1995). 
Bland-Altman plots disclose complementary aspects 
(average difference between the two methods, direc-
tion of the difference, variation of measurements with 
respect to the magnitude of the measured concentra-
tions, etc.). We identified a systematic shift towards 
higher concentrations measured by ELISA. We identi-
fied no additional concentration-dependent systematic 
shift. There was a trend towards a higher absolute dif-
ference between the two measurements with increasing 
concentrations. Yet, this finding does not mean that 
agreement between the two methods is worse at higher 
concentration. Indeed, the difference expressed as per-
centage (Figure 1C) shows that the relative difference is 
even higher at lower concentrations. 

We conclude that the two analytical methods yield 
acylated ghrelin concentrations within a similar abso-
lute range. Nevertheless, absolute acylated ghrelin 
concentrations obtained by one of the two methods 
are not directly interchangeable. The ELISA yields 
systematically higher concentrations compared to the 
multiplex assay. Even though data obtained by the 
two techniques are not directly interchangeable (i.e. 
comparison of absolute values), the agreement of both 
methods is sufficient to compare the dynamic secre-
tion pattern of ghrelin between different studies. This 
agreement is remarkable as we compared different 
techniques (using different antibodies) provided by 
different manufacturers. In the absence of a reference 

method for ghrelin measurements our data indicate a 
good external consistency reliability of both techniques 
for quantitative measurement of acylated human ghre-
lin concentrations.
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